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remarkable and unique coin No. 1071, bearing Jahanglr's pre-accession name of Sallm. It is a worthy companion to the Sallm half-rupee in the Indian Museum, I. M. Gat., No. 686. ^By the sixth year heavy rupees were in circulation of the »b ^f"^,-*^ tyPe> peculiar to the mints of Agra, Patna, and Kabul. The usual normal-weight ilakl type had come into vogue by the year 1026, This Collection contains a copper coin of Jahangir. A rupee and a half-rupee of Kabul mint, both exhibiting the same unpublished couplet, have come to the British Museum from the Bleazby Collection^ and I possess a Kabul rupee of Jahangir which apparently bears another unpublished couplet.
The earliest gold coins are those of Shah Jahan, represented here both by the Kalima3 and the c square areas' types. These types are also present in silver, Silver msars are known.
The silver coins of Aurangzeb 'begin with rupees which are of the (Muhiu-d-dm' type, but the name Aurangzeb is absent from the legend. These continue as late as 1078, 10 E. As is usual in this type, the mint-name is at the top of the coin. It was succeeded by coins bearing the usual couplet. By the year 1094 Kabul had been given the epithet Daru-l»mulk} which it henceforth retained. The gold couplet is found on silver coins, and sometimes vice versa, while the dates are frequently in unconventional positions. A copper coin of Aurangzeb has been published.
Rupees are known of all the succeeding emperors down to Muhammad Shah, except Jahandar, and Shah Jahan II. A silver coin of 'Alamgir II is recorded as being in the Lucknow Museum. Gold mohars of Eaffu-d-darjat and Muhammad Shah are known, also copper coins of Jahandar, Farrukhsiyar, RafIJu-d-darjat5 and Muhammad Shah. A mohar of the last-named emperor in the Da Cunha Collection was dated a.h. 1151.
Kabul is excellently represented in this Collection,
KALP1 Lat. 26° 8'       Long. 79° 45'
g.       s.       a
Akbar	—	18
Ahmad Shall         —	1	—
KalpI was a mint-town of the Surls both for silver and copper, and Akbar retained it as such during the first few years of his reign. The rupees are scarce* On the copper issues of 968 and 964, Kalpx is

